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THE BASIC BIOCHEMICAL CONCEPTS OF LIVING MATTER: 
 

 

 
THE 6 LAWS OF BIOCHEMISTRY 

 

 

 

● The top-down analysis of the Biochemical Pathways associated with the bottom-up deduction based on  

    the, approximately 10 to 20 billion, molecules which can be constructed on the basis of the periodic  

    table; 

 

● All forms of life in the universe are based on exactly the same biochemical principles as known on  

   Earth: the carbon biochemistry, water as reaction medium, the same enzymes, chlorophyll and ADP /  

   ATP for photosynthesis and DNA / RNA as well as the same chemical and physical driving forces; 

 

● The 6 Laws of Biochemistry describe the physical, chemical and energy parameters within which the  

    biochemistry of living matter takes place; 

 

● The periodic table of elements only allows for one system as presented in the diagrams of Biochemical  

   Pathways and the more recent Recon2 model: 

 

● As the periodic table potentially only allows for one biochemical basic system for living matter the      

consequence is that all living matter will spontaneously develop on billions of planets, like earth, which    

has an atmosphere (0.8 – 1.5 bar) and with sufficient land and water surfaces (40 – 80%).  

   All living matter in the universe is biochemically based on the schemes of Biochemical Pathways! 

 

● The vulnerability of the hydrogen bindings in the DNA / RNA, limits the speed of humans, plants and         

   animals in the universe in relation to the earth to a maximum of about 300 to 400 km / sec versus Earth.  

   The maximum speed of living matter in the universe is only 1/1000 of the speed of light.  

   One light-year in the universe takes about one thousand years to travel! 
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*) PREFACE AND SUMMARY:  

 

- The Periodic Table / System contains ninety stable elements/ isotopes whereby a collection of approximately 

10 – 20 billion molecules can be constructed and, which in principle, exists on earth and lead to living matter. 

The total collection of 10 – 20 billion molecules offers only one biochemical system which is used by all the 

different forms of living matter on earth.  

Gerhard Michal et.al have displayed the nucleus part of the biochemical system in the biochemical diagrams 
Biochemical Pathways (BP). These biochemical diagrams are available on the internet.  

 

The author has deduced the universally accepted biochemical basic concepts of living matter based upon: 

a) a top-down (from top to bottom) analysis of the Biochemical Pathways (BP) in connection to  

b) the earlier constructed bottom-up (from bottom to top) deduction based upon the periodical table and 

the  10 - 20 billion molecules involved: Document B1 www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu   

 

The analysis and deduction both take place inside the about ninety elements of the periodic table / system. Thus, 

they mutually overlap and cross each other. For this crossing the author formulated the biochemical basic 

concepts of living matter explained in the ‘Six Laws of the Biochemistry of Living Matter’. 

  

- All forms of living matter in the universe, apart from the question if they will ever be observed, function 
biochemically in the exact same way as can be observed in the different life forms on earth.  

The biochemistry of living matter on earth is, therefore, standard for all forms of life in the universe! 

  

- As the periodic system/table for living matter allows merely one biochemical system for the Biochemical 

Pathways, living matter is created in a totally autonomous process estimated at 0,1 billion years.  

 

- Basically, living matter exists on all planets in the universe as long as they have the following characteristics: 

 the planet has to rotate in an orbit around a star, 

 the planet has to be situated in the life zone of the star where water is mostly present as a liquid and 

which takes the changes in temperature into account. The planet may neither be too far away from the 

star - then all of the water becomes ice – nor too close to the star because then the temperature in the 
atmosphere increases too much. This liquid water zone or life zone can be determined for each star, 

 the planet needs to have an acceptable relation of land and water, each with a minimum covering of 

about 20%, 

 the atmosphere of the planet needs to be filled with mostly inert N2 - between 70 – 90 %,  

 for biochemical reasons, the pressure in the atmosphere needs to be between 0,8 and 1,5 bar,  

 the gravity of the planet needs to be almost the same as that of the earth,  

 lightning discharges in the atmosphere need to be possible, 

 a magnetic field needs to protect the planet and the life on it against the charged particles in the stellar 

wind, 

 the generating of this magnetic field demands that the  rotating iron/ nickel/ manganese nucleus of the 

planet is connected to the rotation of the planet itself,  

 the planet has to spin around its own axis once in about 12 – 36 hours and around the star in not more 

than 2 – 4 years, 

 volcanic and tectonic activity must be  present on the planet for the recycling of the material of the 

planet itself, 

 an accompanying satellite/moon with enough mass has to orbit the planet to improve the volcanic and 

tectonic activity through tidal action. 

 

- The above mentioned pre-conditions limit the number of small planets suitable for life. Being very cautious, the 

estimated number of planets with favorable circumstances for life is approximately 100 – 1000 planets per 

galaxy. Based on this, it can be expected that from the estimated 4 – 20 billion (109) galaxies, each containing 

about 100 – 200 billion star systems, several billions of planets with living matter in the universe can be found! 
All of these planets have the same biochemistry that are found in living matter on planet earth! 
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*1)  INTRODUCTION: 

 

This introduction is a summary of Document B1, one of the main studies of the author.  Document B1 and 

relating documents can be found on www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu  

- Documents E3 and E3-1 (gravity);  

- Documents F1a 2014 – F1e (from elementary higgs particles to common atoms and black hole atoms);  

- Documents F1c, F1d, F1e (construction of the proton/electron, the periodic table of common atoms 
and the periodic table of black hole atoms);  

- Documents G7 and G8 (the energy neutral cycle of the universe).  

The author has spent about thirty to forty thousand hours to realise all the information contained in the 

documents and relating figures (created by Adarshi Yadava). His appreciation also goes to Franklin Roos for 

his comments.  

  

The universe is fascinating in all of its facets. There is a universal interest for everything that is happening ‘out 

there’. The universe raises all kinds of questions, such as: what is ‘black hole matter’, ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark 

energy’ and the author has attempted to answer these with the information gathered through his study. All forms 

of life are constructed from common / normal matter and atoms of the periodic table.  

 

The author observed 3 forms of matter:  

 

A.  Normal matter: 

The cycle of the universe, as deduced by the author, is found in the documents under G (with the Taeutcycle). 

With the hydrogen supernovas (phase 16 of the cycle of the universe) and during the nuclear fusion process, the 

construction of all atoms are compellingly similar to the elements of the periodic table on earth. This fusion 

process is explained in Document F1d and relating Figures.  

 

Throughout the universe the same system exists, which has 12 fundamental physical and chemical forces and 

their combinations, similar to those on earth. The author has also systematically deduced this force system in 

Documents C2 and F1d.  

Based on the elements of the periodic system/table, a rough estimation of about 0,5 – 1 billion different 
molecules can be composed each with an average of about 20 different physical conditions. This results in a 

total, almost endless, collection of about 10 – 20 billion molecules in all conceivable physical conditions.  

This collection of molecules are present on earth and has resulted there in living matter. On all planets in the 

universe which has liquid water, the same collection of 10 – 20 billion molecules can be formed and it can make 

the development of living matter possible. 

 

B.   Black hole matter: 

All rapidly spinning black holes consist of normal atoms from the periodic table whose electron shells have 

collapsed from the inside through the forming of the vanderWaals / London bindings between the electron pairs 

present inside the electron shells. This collapsing, from the inside, of the electron shells of normal atoms can 

only take place in elements with two or more electron pairs. Therefore, the element beryllium (Be) is the first 
element with two electron pairs that can transfer into a black hole atom and can be adsorbed by a black hole. See 

Document F1e. 

Black hole matter exclusively exists as uncharged atoms of which the electron shells have collapsed to close to 

the core of the atom, and the ‘shell’ electrons rotate around the atom core at approximately the speed of light c. 

The atom nucleus gets stuck inside the electron shells in the process resulting in the fact that the atom nucleus 

cannot vibrate anymore. All black hole atoms are super cold at a temperature of about 2,7 Kelvin. The atom in a 

black hole condition cannot emit any form of light or heat nor can it absorb electromagnetic radiation! Thus, the 

black hole atom and black holes are at a standard temperature of absolute zero! 

The electron shells of black hole atoms stay the same as normal atoms/ elements. The electron shells are filled 

with loose electrons because these electrons spin around the atom nucleus at approximately the speed of light c, 

with the result that all of the electron pairs collapse into individual orbit electrons. These electrons cannot shift 

the electron shell anymore and can therefore, not emit light/ photons nor absorb it. Physically, black hole atoms 
cannot adopt any of the 4 phase conditions i.e. gas, liquid, solid substance or the supercritical phase. 

 

Two black hole atoms cannot form an electron pair. Chemically, they cannot react to black hole molecules. 

Black hole atoms are, physically as well as chemically, totally inert: the so-called Annemie state. All black hole 

atoms are organized according to the periodic table / system of black hole elements which begins with beryllium 

(Be). For black hole atoms, the author has deduced a uniform system of 8 fundamental forces, see Document 

F1e and Figures 18a – 18n. Living matter is impossible based on black hole atoms. 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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C.   Anti-matter: 

Anti-matter does not exist in the universe, therefore neither do anti-matter life. If anti-matter is to appear 

somewhere it will be taken up, through annihilation with normal matter, into gamma photons and heat radiation. 

In the universe only anti-H, anti-H2 and perhaps anti-He are possible for short periods. Living matter is 

impossible on the basis of anti-atoms. 

 

Conclusion 1: Living matter is only possible based on the normal atoms or elements of the periodic table 

and the accompanying system of 12 fundamental forces. 

 

 

 

*2) QUESTIONS RAISED: 

This document examines the following questions: 

- Is earth the only planet in the universe which has life?  

- Can commonly accepted principles for living matter be deduced?   

- Are all of the life forms in the universe based on the same biochemical principles as known on earth or 

are there other biochemical possibilities? 

 

 

 

*3) CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVING MATTER ON EARTH: 

 

3.1 LIVING MATTER ONLY IN THE CASE OF DISSOLVED MOLECULES:  

 

- Living matter on earth normally manifests itself through a whole scale of biochemical activities between:  

a) Mono-molecules between each other which, in a couple of cases, end up in the forming of polymers,   

b) the decomposition through the hydrolysis of certain polymers in the mono-molecules from which they 

are constructed and  

c) the further disintegration of mono-molecules to simple inorganic combinations from which heat is 
released as the driving force behind the biochemical process and the life activities.  

 

- Chemical and biochemical reactions are only possible when molecules can collide with each other:  
To react, one of the molecules has to, at least, be able to move. This demand of agility is fully applicable 

throughout the universe. Nimbleness of mono-molecules happens in two situations only:  

a) atoms / molecules as free gas or   

b) atoms / molecules dissolved in a real liquid;  

In all cases there is the matter of a condensed gas.  

 

Explanation: 

1) In solid substances, molecules cannot move in relation to each other and it can, therefore, also not react.  
2) The author considers liquids as physical polymers of mono-molecules in a gas form which are mutually 

combined at condensation through flexible Van Der Waals/London bindings (+W2flb).  

3) In liquids, only the dissolved mono-molecules are agile. 

 

Sub a: System of free gasses only: 

Chemical reactions with gasses are usually explosive because there is little heat and the reaction heat, which is 

released, cannot be taken away quick enough. Polymers of gasses never result in a gas but in viscous liquids or 

in solid substances.  

Enzymes, as molecules, are too big to exist as a gas or a vapour. Therefore, no biochemical reactions with 

enzymes, as a gas, are possible.  Biochemical reactions need solid or liquid catalysts. 

 

Sub b: System with only solids: 
In a system with only solid substances, the molecules cannot move in relation to one another. Therefore, they 

cannot react. No biochemical reactions with enzymes are possible in solids. Biochemical reactions require a 

liquid. 

 

Conclusion 2: In a system of only gasses and solids, not a single biochemical complex of living matter can 

be formed or constructed.   
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Sub c: System of dissolved molecules: 

Chemical reactions in dissolved molecules mostly happen more calmly because the reaction heat can be directly 

transferred to the reaction medium, which is always a liquid. The temperature is better controlled. Several types 

of mono-molecules (gasses, ions etc.), dissolved in such a liquid, can exist next to one another. Furthermore, 

undissolved soles and even polymers can also be present in the liquid.  

When the molecules are dissolved in a liquid various changes are possible such as:  

- chemical reactions with catalysts; 
- biochemical reactions with the help of enzymes, and  

- physical changes.  

 

Conclusion 3: The biochemistry of living matter can exclusively be realized with molecules which are 

dissolved in a reaction medium, such as a liquid or a gas condensed to a liquid.   
 

 

3.2 THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF LIVING MATTER CONCERNS 3 TYPES OF PHYSICAL MONO- 

MOLECULES: 

In the main document, the author concludes that with the system of 12 fundamental forces only 3 different 

physical forms of dissolved molecules can be determined as combinations of physical characteristics:   

1) dissolved (+W2Db), in the form of a gas (+W2gf) and uncharged  (-Lf): →  all dissolved gasses, 
2) dissolved (+W2Db), not in the form of a gas (-W2gf) and charged (+Lf): → all dissolved charged 

particles or ions,  

       3)    dissolved (+W2Db), not in the form of a gas (-W2gf) and uncharged (-Lf): → all dissolved so-called  

              nopression molecules *) **) 

  *) Nopression molecules: mono-saccharides, non-dissociated fatty acids and amino acids etc. 

**) The combination of dissolved (+W2Db), in the form of gas (+W2gf) and charged (+Lf) is not possible at the 

same time and therefore, this combination does not occur.  

Therefore only 3 physical forms remain for the millions of different dissolved molecules! 

 

- Biochemical reactions in living matter form chains of chemical reaction steps which follow each other up 

continuously. All the reaction steps in the chains and cycles are always separated from each other by at least one 
biochemical change but mostly two physical changes on these molecules. In biochemical reactions, two chemical 

reaction steps never occur directly after each other. See the Biochemical Pathways or Recon2 model. 

Biochemical reactions are the most complex enzymatic biochemical reactions.  

 

All biochemical reactions are seriously limited regarding their physical aspect because the organic molecules 

which are formed can, at the most, only take up the, above mentioned, three physical forms.  

 

- The analysis of the Biochemical Pathways and all the biochemical reactions in living matter on earth shows 

that the mono-molecules involved in the biochemistry of living matter, always contain only one of the 3 physical 

combinations or characteristics at exactly the same time. Inversely, biochemical reactions can only take place 

when the reactive molecules and their formed reaction products, are turned into one of the earlier mentioned 
three physical combinations.  

 

Conclusion 4: When during chemical or biochemical reactions the transformation of the molecules formed 

into one of the 3 physical combinations cannot take place, this blocks the whole chemical reaction or chain 

of biochemical reaction steps.    

 

 

3.3 IN WHICH LIQUIDS CAN THE 3 PHYSICAL TYPES OF MOLECULES BE DISSOLVED NEXT 

TO EACH OTHER? 

All Newtonian liquids are created through the condensation of a gas or a mixture of gasses. Atoms/molecules 

can be dissolved in pure liquids if they have the following combinations:  

1) in the form of a gas        (+W2gf) and uncharged  (-Lf):  ->  all gasses, 
2) not in the form of a gas  (-W2gf) and uncharged   (-Lf) : ->  all the so-called nopression molecules *. 

* Nopression molecules are, amongst others: mono-saccharides, non-dissociated fatty acids and amino acids etc.  

Charged particles cannot dissolve as ions in any liquid!  
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- Charged particles can only dissolve in the presence of water: 

Of all liquids, only liquid water can spontaneously dissociate itself, and for a very small part, in H3O+ ions and 

OH- ions. As a result, only liquid water has the possibility to dissolve charged particles/ ions. When this happens, 

the ions are surrounded by a casing of water molecules (hydration).  

Thus, charged particles (ions) can only be dissolved in liquid water. The 3 physical types of molecules, 

mentioned before, can only be dissolved in water next to each other. In any other pure liquid this is not possible. 

 

Conclusion 5: For purely physical reasons, the biochemistry of living matter throughout the universe can 

only take place with mono-molecules which are dissolved in liquid water as a reaction medium.  

 

With regard to the chemical aspect, the O-H combination of water has the lowest energy content of all covalent 

charge combinations. Furthermore, with regard to the physical aspect, water has the lowest energy level when 

compared to all conceivable liquids.  

As a result, there is no other molecule nor any other liquid that can drop below the chemical and/or physical 

level of the reaction medium water.   

 

Conclusion 6: With regard to the chemical and physical energy aspect, water is the only appropriate 

reaction medium for the completion of many chemical and biochemical reactions of living matter.  
 

 

 

*4)  WITH WHICH ELEMENTS CAN THE 3 PHYSICAL TYPES OF DISSOLVED MOLECULES BE 

REALIZED:  

Let’s consider the current physical characteristics of the about ninety elements of the Periodic Table: 

 

- Regarding metals and amphoteric metals and their molecules, gasses can only be formed much higher than the   

   boiling point of water.   

- Regarding metals in the form of vapour, like Hg, it is impossible to dissolve as a molecule or as an ion, 

- With the elements silica (Si) and phosphor (P), no combinations/ molecules in the form of gas can be formed.  
- With the noble gasses, neither molecules nor ions can be formed.  

 

Conclusion 7: Regarding the biochemistry of living matter, only the metalloids C, H, O, N and S and the 

halogens remain initially.  

 

 

4.1 THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN METALLOIDS AND HALOGENS: 

Generally, halogens can only get into one combination with the metalloids because of the construction of the 

electron shells. This singular chemical combination with the halogen consists of a jointly shared electron pair 

which can normally be marked as a covalent radical combination (+R1cb) and not as a covalent charge 

combination (+L2cb). The only exclusion is H2. (Thus, only the metalloids C, H, O, N and S remain). 
 

 

4.1.1 A DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE CHEMICAL COVALENT RADICAL COMBINATION 

(+R1cb) AND THE CHEMICAL COVALENT CHARGE COMBINATION (+L2cb): 

Between two atoms, two totally different forms of chemical combinations can be established. They both consist 

of at least one commonly shared electron pair:  

 

1) The chemical covalent radical combination (+R1cb): 

These are all the chemical reactions where atoms or molecules are either involved with one unpaired electron or 

are created. The basic characteristic is that the chemical radical reaction is completed without any interim 

physical changes on the atom or molecule. For this reason, the radical reaction happens quite arbitrarily and 

unstructured. In the Biochemical Pathways et.al similar radical reactions are not mentioned at all. 
 

2) The chemical covalent charge combination (+L2cb): 

On the contrary, the making or breaking of the chemical charge combination (+L2cb) normally happen through 

the shifting of a whole electron pair and never through the splitting up into two real radicals (atom or molecule 

with one unpaired electron). In all the biochemical reaction steps it is a matter of the shifting of one total electron 

pair.  
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These reactions are never completed in one step but always in a couple of steps through the necessary   

intervention of enzymes which function as catalysts. This generally leads to singular chemical reaction steps 

alternated by 1 – 2 intervening physical steps. Due to the intervening physical steps, this type of chemical 

reaction happens completely predictable as a string of physical and chemical changes. In radical reactions this 

does not happen.   

 

Conclusion 8: Both real chemical covalent combinations look similar, yet they are totally different when it 

comes to the physical and chemical characteristics. 

 

 

4.1.2 CHEMICAL COMBINATIONS BETWEEN HALOGENS AND METALLOIDS: 

Due to the singular radical combination between halogens and metalloids, it is almost impossible to break certain 

radical combinations by the shifting of electron pairs and through the intervention of the temporary binding of 

enzymes. This chemical combination is too rigid to allow for biochemical reactions, though it can react through 

chemical reactions with stronger acids or bases. The covalent combination between metalloids and halogens, in 

reality, acts as a real covalent radical combination (+R1cb) and not as a covalent charge combination (+L2cb).  

 

Conclusion 9: Combinations between metalloids and combinations between metalloids and monovalent 

negatively charged halogens generally act as covalent radical combinations (+R1cb) and as a result, they 

are totally inappropriate for the biochemistry of living matter. 

 

 

4.2 COVALENT CHARGE COMBINATION (+L2cb) ONLY WITH METALLOIDS C, H, O, N and S: 

Only the metalloids C, H, O, N and S, can mutually get into one, two or a maximum of four combinations.  Time 

and time again, it was found that organic molecules, constructed from C, H, O, N and S, formed combinations of 

which, at least one of the combinations consists of or are transformed into a covalent charge combination 

(+L2cb).  

 

Conclusion 10: The essential biochemistry covalent charge combinations (+L2cb) are only found in 

combinations between the elements C, H, O, N and S.  
 

Reactions on covalent charge combinations (+L2cb) generally happen through the shifting of an electron pair by 

which either a chemical combination between the metalloids C, H, O, N and S is formed, or such a combination 

is broken. Certain chemical or biochemical reactions are normally connected to the intermediate physical 

changes of the molecule. As a result, its occurrence is predictable and can be controlled in the biochemistry of 

living matter.  

 

Conclusion 11: With molecules of the metalloids C, H, O, N and S, covalent charge combinations (+L2cb) 

can be formed every time; bindings with electron pairs. These molecules vary within a system of the three 

physical conditions possible.  

 

Conclusion 12: The central biochemistry of living matter can only be completed around mono-molecules 

constructed from the metalloid atoms C, H, O, N and S which are mutually connected with covalent 

charge combinations (+L2cb). 

 

Conclusion 13: Chemical covalent charge combinations cannot be formed in combination with the 

elements: metals, amphoteric metals, noble gasses and halogens!  

 

 

*5) THE SAME BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR THE BIOCHEMISTRY OF LIVING MATTER EXISTS 

THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE UNIVERSE: 

Summary: In the first instance, due to physical reasons (!), the biochemistry of all living matter anywhere in the 

universe is arranged around the elements C, H, O, N and S with liquid water as the only suitable reaction 
medium and cooling liquid.  

 

- All  the molecules involved in the biochemistry are constructed around C: 

Of the 5 metalloid elements C, H, O, N and S, the C atom is the only element which can get into 4 combinations 

with other metalloid atoms in an uncharged condition. Thus, only the C-C combination is the universal spine of 

all organic molecules.   
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- Similar types of mono-molecules: 

With the elements C, H, O, N and S, the following can be constructed throughout the universe: 

- only one basic type of mono-saccharides:  H-C-OH,  

- only one basic type of mono-fatty acid:       C-COOH, 
- only one basic type of mono-amino acid:  C-NH2 and C-COOH  

Throughout the universe, this results in exactly the same sub-combinations of mono-molecules as known on 

earth.  

 

As a result of the physical requirement of these mono-molecules to dissolve in water it concerns, throughout the 

universe, exactly the same group of relatively small mono-molecules which are able to dissolve in water and 

which is found in the life forms on earth.  

 

- Similar types of polymers: 

All the, previously  mentioned, types of mono-saccharides, fatty acids and amino acids can polymerize into all 

forms of polymers i.e. poly-sugars, poly-fatty acids and protein. Through hydrolysis, these organic polymers can 

also be split biochemically into their mono-molecules and as such can be broken down for the benefit of the 
energy supply to organic or livestock organisms.  

 

- The same system of enzymes and co-enzymes: 

This requirement, of being able to dissolve in water, also applies to the 3 – 4 thousand known enzymes and co-

enzymes that are mainly constructed of C, H, O, N and S and which also need to meet the physical requirement 

of being able to dissolve in water. For this reason, this group of enzymes and co-enzymes, throughout the 

universe, are the same as those found on earth.  

 

- Throughout the universe the citric acid cycle, fatty acid cycle and amino acid synthesis are the same: 

The construction and deconstruction of glucose, fatty acids and amino acids have been regulated inside the 

Biochemical Pathways through the citric acid cycle (glucose) and the fatty acid cycle (fatty acids), which can 
unwind bilaterally, to the left or right, as well as the cycle for the amino acid synthesis. It is impossible to believe 

that alternative cycles for the citric acid and fatty acid cycle, which can also unwind bilaterally, exist or that there 

is an alternative for the amino acid synthesis.  

If the collection of 10 – 20 billion molecules left the possibility for alternative cycles open, then those cycles 

would also have become apparent in living matter on earth. 

 

- The same photosynthesis: 

Throughout the universe, photosynthesis is completed through chlorophyll and ADP / ATP and this process 

leads to the formation of levorotatory glucose.  

 

- The biochemistry of living matter is based on the Biochemical Pathways (BP): 
When observing the biochemistry of living matter on earth, the periodic table/system and the 10 – 20 billion 

molecules to be deduced from this, it is clear that only one biochemical system, the BP, is possible.  

 

Conclusion 14: The biochemistry of living matter, throughout the universe, is firmly based on the 

diagrams of the Biochemical Pathways, which have been developed by Gerhard Michal et.al as well as the 

more recent Recon2 model.  

 

 

*6) CONSECUTIVE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL STEPS IN REACTIONS:  

       THE MIN / MAX 1 PRINCIPLE: 

In the analysis of the BP, it has been proven, over and over again, that either a single physical change or a single 

chemical reaction step, which consist of the completion on the atom/ molecule, can occur at one time. On each 
random atom/ molecule there is never, nor at exactly the same time: 

- two or more physical changes, 

- two or more chemical reactions or   

- a chemical reaction step and a physical change.  

All physical changes and all chemical and biochemical reactions are completed step by step.  

 

Each single step can be deduced to:  
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a) The forming of one combination from two similar physical or chemical forces where those forces 

disappear and merge into one physical or chemical combination; 

 

or: 

 

b) The breaking up of one physical or of one chemical combination into two similar forces from which the 

combination had been constructed. This results in making the chemical or physical forces free and 

measurable.  

 

In each physical or chemical reaction step on the molecule one change occurs. In both the above mentioned 

cases, it occurs in one of the physical, chemical or in the physical-chemical characteristics in terms of the forces 

and combinations concerned. All the changes can be divided into steps with a minimum of one and a maximum 

of one change.  

This Minimum and Maximum One Principle or Min / Max1 Principle form the basis of all physical changes, all 

biochemical reactions and of all nuclear reactions! See Document F1f. This principle is very basic and does not 

only apply to the Biochemical Pathways, though it is commonly accepted in physics, chemistry, nuclear physics 

and even in the elementary particle physics.   

 
For this reason, the author has broadened this step by step principle to a commonly accepted concept:  

The physical and chemical Minimum and Maximum 1 Principle or Min/Max 1.  

 

Conclusion 15: The Min/ Max 1 Principle applies, throughout the universe, to  all types of physical 

changes, all types of chemical reactions, all types of nuclear fission and nuclear fusion reactions and 

possibly also to the physical and chemical changes in elementary particles on the level of quarks and 

strings.  

 

Conclusion 16: Min/ Max 1 Principle, not only makes the absolute classification of matter possible but also 

all physical and chemical changes that take place in matter. The Min/max 1 eliminates any form of chaos!  

 

Conclusion 17: The completion of the Biochemical Pathways is not compatible to any form of physical or 

chemical chaos. The biochemistry of living matter cannot be combined with the concept of chaos.  

 

Conclusion 18: The fact that YOU are alive and living is direct proof of the absence of chaos. 

 

 

6.1 THE MIN/MAX 1 PRINCIPLE FORMS THE FOUNDATION OF THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF 

THE BP; ROLE OF ENZYMES: 

According to the Min / Max 1 Principle, each step in the Biochemical Pathways consists of minimally (at least) 

and maximally (at most) one physical step or of minimally or maximally one chemical step and of exactly one 

step at a time.  

 

- In biochemical reactions the same pattern is completed and a basic specific enzyme for each chemical 

reaction step inside the BP is required: 

In each chemical reaction step inside the Biochemical Pathways the use of an enzyme, dissolved in water 

specifically for that step, is required and this enzyme plays an essential part. Some enzymes can be used in more 

than one place inside the Biochemical Pathways but two chemical reaction steps never follow each other up by 

using the same enzyme. 

 

- The working of enzymes: 

Through the physical binding of the dissolved molecule to the dissolved enzyme, the resulting molecule becomes 

too big to stay in the dissolved condition in the water, causing the combination of the molecule with the enzyme 

to, temporarily, change into an undissolved condition. The actual chemical reaction step on the molecule always 
takes place inside the BP when the molecule is in the physical undissolved condition!  

 

At the same time, the enzyme protects all other reactive points on the molecule. Despite the one combination, all 

other combinations on the molecule are prevented from making a reaction. The other combinations on the 

molecule can be considered as fixed in that condition. 
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Inside the Biochemical Pathways, and according to the Min / Max 1 Principle (Document F1f), the 

biochemically changed molecule undergoes the same step by step reaction pattern of:  

a) coupling, through an absorption combination (+W2Ab), of the dissolved mono-molecule to an enzyme 

also dissolved in water. The molecule formed is too big to be dissolved which results into a physical 

undissolved condition,  

b) the creating of a charged point on the molecule (+Lf) and to guard it against all other chemical 

combinations,  
c) the actual chemical reaction on the molecule takes place through the making or breaking of the only  

chemical covalent charge combination (+L2cb) and through the shifting of one electron pair followed 

by a relocating of the electron pair inside the chemically changed molecule, 

d) the disconnecting of the molecule from the enzyme (-W2Ab) and the dissolving again of the molecule 

and enzyme which were changed at one point,  

e) coupling of the molecule to the following specific enzyme to undergo the following chemical reaction 

step etc. 

  

In principle, biochemical reactions are completed as a string of certain quintets which overlap each other 

physically and of which each chemically reaction step is regulated through a specific enzyme/ co-enzyme. In the 

end, a repetitive pattern of two physical steps, one chemical step, two physical steps, the following chemical 

reaction step etc. develop.   
 

- Inside the BP two chemical steps never follow directly after one another:  

In biochemical reactions, two chemical reaction steps take place directly after one another. This is the basic 

pattern of all radical reactions.  

Inside the BP, all chemical reaction steps with covalent charge combinations (+L2cb) are always separated by at 

least 1 – 2 interim physical changes on the molecule. Each small step inside the BP is exactly according to the 

Min / Max 1 principle of small steps of at most one physical or one chemical change at exactly the same time. 

 

- Physical changes are essential: 

Currently, biochemistry is specifically focused on the chemical changes of the molecule and might not pay 

enough attention to the physical changes on the molecule, as well as to the imperative role played by these 
physical changes during the completion of the biochemical reactions in, for example, the citric acid cycle and  in 

the fatty acid cycle. The physical changes prepare the molecule, through two interim physical steps, for exactly 

the right physical condition to allow the next chemical reaction step take place. These physical changes play an 

important part in the chemical reactions in liquids as reaction medium and in the working of medicine, for 

example. 

 

- Always the same and correct order: 

Based on this Min / Max 1 Principle (F1f), all physical and chemical steps in the BP and BP et.al can be 

analyzed separately. Due to the use of reaction specific enzymes and co-enzymes, the consecutive reaction steps 

are always completed in the correct order. During the completion of the Biochemical Pathways, the molecule can 

be followed step by step.  
 

Following the sequence, it forms the mono-molecular biochemical chains and cycles which together forms the 

bio-processor BP. This can be observed by going through the citric acid cycle and the fatty acid cycle. The 

Min/Max 1 Principle results in a tight conduction through which both cycles, in practice, function as real central 

biochemical chips inside the BP processor. The Biochemical Pathways is only possible inside the tight pre-

requisites of the Min/Max 1 Principle and at the exclusion of all forms of chaos.    

 

 

*7) THE LAWS OF BIOCHEMISTRY FOR LIVING MATTER OR, IN SHORT, THE LAWS OF 

BIOCHEMISTRY: 

The author has done a thorough top-down-analysis of the Biochemical Pathways and connected this analysis 

to the complex bottom-up-deduction based on the 10 – 20 billion molecules which can be constructed 

according to the periodic table, isomers, stereo isomers and polymers.  

 
For the complete top-down-analysis, as well as the very complicated bottom-up-deduction the author would like 

to refer you to Document B1 on www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu : Basic biochemical principles of living matter. 

 

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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Both approaches overlap and intersect each other mutually. The author calls this mutual intersection the six Laws 

of Biochemistry of Living Matter or, in short, the 6 Laws of Biochemistry.  

 

 

7.1   1st LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY: REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFE IN CELLS, MORTALITY AND    

        COMPENSATION FOR MORTALITY: 

Law I a): Biochemical processes can only occur in the liquid water inside the structure of cells which is   

                 generally surrounded by a semi-permeable cell wall of, amongst others, lipids.  

 
Law I b): All living cells/ matter have, by definition, an ending lifespan because of pollution and damage.  

                Therefore, all forms of living matter, with no exception, are mortal.  

 

Law I c): To compensate for this mortality, all living cells and organisms have the ability of sexual and  / or   

                 asexual reproduction.   
 

Explanation Law I): 

1) Gasses, ions and non-gas and non-charged nopression* molecules (mono-saccharides, disassociated fatty acids 

and amino acids) can be simultaneously dissolved in water only. 

The biochemistry of living matter can take place and complete itself in water only. The reaction medium, liquid 

water, can only be kept together and protected against evaporation if it is surrounded by a semi-permeable cell 

wall.  

 

2) Due to chemical pollution, damage by cosmic radiation and mechanical damage, all living cells have a limited 

lifespan. The phenomenon of life can only be maintained if certain living cells have a system of sexual and/or 

asexual reproduction.  

 

 
7.2   2nd LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY: DEMAND OF THE FLOATING IRREVERSIBLE FORCE: 

Law II a): The driving force of living matter flows from the biochemistry and is created by the transformation     

                  of the chemical binding energy of the chemical covalent charge combinations (+L2cb) into heat. 

 

Law II b): The driving force is unilateral and irreversible in time and therefore pushes living matter forward  

                  in time unilaterally and irreversibly.  

 

Law II c): The driving force cannot be derived directly from any other form of energy whatsoever: 

      physical: light, electricity, radiation, kinetic energy or potential energy, 

      physical or chemical charge combinations (+Lb), 

      chemical covalent radical combinations (+R1cb). 

 
Explanation Law IIa):  

1) Covalent charge combinations are, in fact, only observed between the elements C, H, O, N and S.  

 

2) In each chemical step, inside the Biochemical Pathways or Recon 2 model, the chemical combination energy 

is irreversibly turned into released heat. This results in an irreversible drive mechanism with which the molecule 

can bridge the physical steps inside the BP on its way to the next biochemical reaction step. Each chemical step 

is, in principle, ‘one way traffic’ and irreversible. In this way, the molecule is taken through the biochemical 

reaction chains and pushed forward energetically. All steps inside the Biochemical Pathways (BP) are in fact 

precisely programmed in such a way that one can talk about a biochip.  

This precise organization of the BP, all chemical reactions and all nuclear reactions resulted in the author 

deriving the Min/Max 1 Principle (Document F1f). 
 

3) In time, all biochemical reactions, for energy reasons, are irreversible.    

 

4) Living matter, as dead matter, cannot go back in time (universe clock) or to the past. Living matter can 

however go faster forward in time than the universe-clock-time of the universe. See Documents G7 and G8. 

 

Law II b) The law of biochemistry is fundamentally in conflict with the concept of time dilation in Einstein’s 

Theory of Relativity (Document G5).   
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7.3  3rd  LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY: DEMANDS MONO MOLECULES HAVE TO MEET: 

Law III a): All chemical combinations on the molecules that are involved in the biochemistry need to consist   

                   of covalent charge combinations (+L2cb). Half radical and proton reactions are also allowed and                      

                   possible. Covalent radical combinations (+R1cb) are not acceptable. 

 

Explanation Law III a):  

1) Between two atoms there can be two totally different chemical combinations both consisting of at least one 

commonly shared electron pair:  

 

1) The chemical covalent radical combination (+R1cb) 

Within the BP or BP et.al, radical reactions where the chemical reaction steps are not alternated by physical 

changes, do not happen. For this reason, radical reactions happen arbitrarily and unstructured. All radical 
reactions where atoms/ molecules are formed with an unpaired electron are unacceptable inside the biochemistry 

of living matter. The only exception is the releasing of a loose single electron (a half-radical reaction).  

 

2) The chemical covalent charge combination (+L2cb) 

The making or breaking of the chemical charge combination (+L2cb) always happen through the shifting of one 

total electron pair, also inside BP/Recon2 model, and never through the splitting of the combination into two real 

radicals (atoms/ molecules with one unpaired electron). Inside the BP there is a shifting of a whole electron pair 

in all biochemical reaction steps and never of atoms/ molecules with unpaired electrons which behave as a 

radical.  
This type of chemical reaction, with the shifting of an electron pair, never happens in only one step, but always in a 
couple of steps and through the use of enzymes / catalysts. Due to the use of enzymes, each chemical reaction step in 

the biochemical reactions is surrounded by, at least one, but mostly two physical changes on the molecule. Biochemical 
reactions generally consist of various physical changes and chemical reaction steps. As a result of these physical 

intermediate steps/changes, biochemical reactions as a whole, are totally predictable and can be dealt with as a string of 
physical and chemical changes.    

 

       3) The half-radical and proton reactions: 

Inside the Biochemical Pathways there are two special reaction steps that often happen and involve the electron 
and the proton. 

 

     3a) Half-radical reactions are reactions where one electron attaches itself to or breaks loose from an 

atom or molecule. 

This refers to all biochemical reaction steps where, temporary or not, one electron (e-) is released or breaks free 

or where one free electron (e-) is used and is connected to an atom/ molecule. Such an electron can be from a 

physically connected amphoteric metal. This occurs in chlorophyll, hemoglobin and in autotroph organisms. 

These half radical reactions are paired with physical changes and are not radical reactions.   

 

     3b) Proton reactions are reactions where one proton either attaches or breaks loose;  

These are biochemical reactions where one proton (H+) is released or where one proton is used to connect to an 

atom/ molecule. Certain proton reactions are also paired with physical changes and cannot be called radical 
reactions. Because this reaction takes place in water, the proton formed is always an H3O+ ion.    

 

 

Law III b): Biochemical cycles and chains on a mono-molecular level, only take place  physically, with mono-    

                    molecules which can take on at least 3 physical conditions in a dissolved condition:  

     1) the form of a gas and non-charged,  

     2) not in the form of a gas and charged and  

     3) not in the form of a gas and non-charged. 

 
Explanation Law III a) and III b):  
 The 3 physical conditions needed for the completion of biochemical reactions are only possible with mono- 

molecules constructed from the elements C, H, O, N and S. Molecules in other element combinations can neither 

exist in the form of a gas (with metals, amphoteric metals, Si and P and the even heavier elements) nor in a charged 

condition (the noble gasses).  
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Law III c): Biochemical cycles and chains of reactions can, physically as well as chemically, only be      

                   completed with mono-molecules which are constructed from covalent charge combinations  

                   (+L2cb) between the elements C, H. O, N and S. 

 

Explanation Law III c):  

1) For physical reasons and the necessity to be able to exist in 3 different physical types (Law III b), all possible  
biochemical systems in the universe are imperatively structured around molecules of the elements C, H, O, N 

and S. In the Biochemical Pathways/Recon2 model only molecules, constructed from the elements C, H, O, N 

and S, exist. P cannot form a gas and is therefore excluded. P plays a limited, though essential, role in the energy 

securing ATP and in the protection of DNA against spontaneously hydolyse.  

Si is biochemically excluded because it cannot form any molecules in the form of a gas in combination with the 

metalloids C, H, O, N and S!  

 

2) Potential essential metals present, such as chlorophyll and hemoglobin (Fe), are always physically connected 

inside the Biochemical Pathways and never occur in a chemically connected form.  

 

3) The mono-molecules inside the BP / Recon2 consist of covalent charge combinations between C, H, O, N and 

S (except with P), they can react in water which is dissolved and are chemically controlled.  In the chemical 
reaction steps they take on the physical dissolved condition of:  

1) non-charged and gas,  

2) charged and not in the form of a gas particle/ ion  

3) not in the form of a gas and non-charged molecule.   

 The situation of gas an charged is not possible. 

 

 
7.4    4th LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY: DEMANDS THE REACTION MEDIUM HAS TO MEET: 

With biochemical reactions the use of enzymes is required. These molecules are too big to exist as a gas/vapour. 

For this reason, biochemical reactions cannot take place as a gas but exclusively in the form of loose molecules 

that are dissolved in a reaction medium which has to be a liquid. Biochemical reactions occur between loose, 

relatively small, dissolved molecules. Biochemical cycles and chains of reactions according to Law III can only 

be completed in a liquid which meets the following physical demands: 
 

Law IV a): The following needs to be able to dissolve in the reaction medium next to each other:  

1) non-charged molecules in the form of a gas,  

2) charged molecules not in the form of a gas,  

3) non-charged molecules and not in the form of a gas. 

 

Explanation Law IV a):  

1) Of all possible liquids, water is the only one where the molecules can dissociate themselves in the ions H3O+ 

and OH-. Only water is split up, for a small part, in charged particles/ ions. As a result water is the only liquid in 

which charged atoms/ molecules can be dissolved.  

 
2) Water is the only possible liquid which meets the requirement of  Law IV a.  

 

 

Law IV b): The chemical and physical combinations of the reaction medium need to have the lowest energy  

                    level of all possible chemical and physical combinations. 

 

Explanation Law IV b):  

1) Not a single molecule, whether physical, chemical or energetic, may end up in a lower position as the physical 

and chemical combinations of the reaction medium H2O itself. The covalent O-H charge combination of the 

reaction medium water, has the lowest energy level compared to all possible covalent combinations.  

 

2) Furthermore, regarding the physical aspect, water has the lowest energy level compared to all physical 
combinations of other liquids.   

 

3) Regarding the energy aspect, water is the only liquid that meets the requirement of Law IV b. 
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Law IV c): Water is physically, chemically as well as energy, the only liquid that is suitable as a reaction  

                   medium for the biochemistry of living matter throughout the universe. 

 

Explanation Law IV c):  

1) Of all liquids, water has the lowest energy level, regarding its physical as well as chemical aspect and thus, it 

is the only liquid which is, regarding energy, suitable as a reaction medium for biochemical reactions. 
 

2) Biochemical reactions are only possible in water as the reaction medium. 

 

3) The reaction medium also serves as an efficient cooling liquid for the containing and buffering of the reaction 

heat.  

 
7.5    5th  LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY: DEMANDS FOR THE RE-USE OF C, H, O, N, S AND P: 
Sooner or later, chemical reactions and the biochemistry of living matter on a planet, bring all molecules to their 

lowest chemical energy level: CO2, H2O, NO2, NO3, SO2 etc. At this point, all chemical and biochemical 

reactions end and, with this, the activity of all living matter. As a means to keep a system with living matter 

functioning energetically on the long term, an energetic ‘upgrade’ of the chemical combinations has to take place 

in any way possible. This is especially true for an upgrade of the molecules with the lowest chemical energy 

content: the CO2 and H2O and the turning around of this in a C-H combination full of energy in the form of a 

mono-sugar (glucose).  

This ‘upgrading’ of chemical combinations from C-O to C-H can only happen through the physical forms of 

energy from outside  the planet in the form of suitable light photons from the star around which the planet orbits.  

The physical radiation energy of the light first needs to be absorbed, in any way possible, and be sustained to 

then be transformed into chemical forms of energy of the C-H combination exclusively and the release of free 
oxygen O2.     

 

Law V a): From the elements C, H, O, N, S and P, it has to be possible to form, at least, one mono-molecule 

that can absorb light energy (photons) and that results in one electron, full of energy, to be freed.  

 

Explanation Law V a):  

1) This is certainly the case with the chlorophyll molecule which is constructed from the elements C, H, O, N. 

 

Law V b): From the elements C, H, O, N, S and P, it has to be possible to form, at least, one mono-molecule  

                 that can hold the energy of the freed electron and transform it to a chemical combination full of  

                 energy i.e. a polyphosphate.  

 

Explanation Law V b):  

1) This is certainly the case with the ADP and ATP molecule which are constructed from the elements C, H, O, 

N and P. Both molecules, chlorophyll and ATP, together form the foundation of the photosynthesis where CO2 

and H2O are exclusively transformed to the levorotatory glucose.  

 

2) Thus far, no fundamentally different processes have been found on earth wherein mutual cooperation gives a 

similar result as photosynthesis with the construction of glucose. Should this exist, based upon C, H, N, O, S and 

P,  then this form of photosynthesis will most probably be found somewhere in living matter on earth. 

 

Law V c): From the elements C, H, O, N, S and P, it has to be possible to form one sort of polymer molecule  

                  with which: 

a) the blueprint of the biochemical functioning of the cell itself can be established and  

b) this information can be carried over to the following generations in a sexual/ asexual way. 

 

Explanation Law V c):  

1) This certainly happens on planet Earth through RNA/DNA.  

 

2) It is very unlikely that, based upon the elements C, H, N, O, S and P, alternative structures can be created 

with the same structure and properties in the form of a double helix and with the same characteristics and same 

functioning as the RNA / DNA.  

 

3) If this possibility does exist, then it can be found in living matter on earth. 
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7.6  6th LAW OF BIOCHEMISTRY:  THE REQUIREMENT THAT ALL LIVING MATTER IS BASED 

ON  THE BIOCHEMICAL PATHWAYS (BP): 

 

Law VI a): The periodic table/system of elements allows only one basic biochemical form of living matter that   

                   is displayed in the Biochemical Pathways(BP)/Recon2. The BP results in liquid water as the only  

                   possible bio-processor for living matter.  

 

Law VI b): The biochemistry of all living matter in the universe is imperatively based on the Biochemical  

                   Pathways and therefore with exactly the same biochemical principles as on earth. 

 

Law VI c): In the periodic table/system and the existing system of 12 physical and chemical forces and  

                  combinations, living matter develops totally autonomous and spontaneous around the Biochemical      

                  Pathways.  

 

Explanation Law VI a), VI b) and VI c):  

1) All matter in the universe is arranged, during the H2 supernovas, according to the ninety stable elements of the 

periodic table with, in total, 12 principle forces. See Document F1d www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu .  

 

2) Only the C, H, O, N and S molecules can take on the three physical conditions necessary. Therefore, for 

purely physical reasons, all other elements of the periodic table are ruled out in the Biochemical Pathways or 

Recon2 model.  

Several amphoteric metals play an important supporting role in the BP as either a donor/ acceptor of electrons in 

half-radical reactions (Fe, Ca, Co, Se and some other metals) or as a construction material (Ca, Mg).  
 

3) The Biochemical Pathways can develop inside a very select part of the elements of the periodic table (C, H, O, 

N, S and P with some extra metal elements) in cooperation with the associated system of 12 different physical 

and chemical forces and which moves on the outside of these elements. The 12 forces are summarized in the 

explanation of Law VI d.  

 

4) The biochemistry of living matter, as displayed in the biochemical diagrams of the Biochemical Pathways/ 

Recon2 model, can be explained rationally, physically as well as chemically. The diagrams of the BP/ 

Recon2 do not contain anything unexplainable, mystical or supernatural. Living matter is therefore a pure and 

totally rational coincidence.   

 

5) Through this completely rational reduction of the periodic table to the 6 ‘life elements’ with their forces, 
combinations and liquid water, there is only room for one biochemical system - the Biochemical Pathways / 

Recon2. 

 

6) Due to the fact that the periodic table only allows for one biochemical system, the Biochemical Pathways / 

Recon2 model, this complex system develops autonomously and spontaneously around two / three biochemical 

cycles, in other words two real biochemical basic chips of living matter, which are:  

a) the citric acid cycle,  

b) the fatty acid cycle,  complemented by  

c) the synthesis / break down of amino acids.    

Photosynthesis and the glucose formed then acts as a supercharger in the development of the BP.    

 
7) The citric acid (mono-sugars) and the fatty acid cycle (mono-carbon acids) form the two central biochemical  

processors with the unique ability that they can be completed biochemically in both directions - to the right 

(clockwise) as well as to the left (anticlockwise).  

For this reason, both cycles can be used in the breaking down of as well as in the construction of the mono-

molecules and therefore, they function bilaterally as complete biochemical chips or processors. See diagrams 

Biochemical Pathways 1993 of Gerhard Michal et.al, editor, Boehringer Mannheim or the more recent Recon2 

model. 

 

8) Thus, all forms of life on earth and in the universe, biochemically, revolve imperatively around the 

Biochemical Pathways (BP) and more specifically, around the citric acid cycle and the fatty acid cycle or around 

large parts of the BP and photosynthesis as energy source.    

http://www.uiterwijkwinkel.eu/
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9) To the universal basic chip of living matter in the Biochemical Pathways, a diversity of possible one-sided 

biochips and biochemical reaction chains that are expressed in the different biochemical varieties of living matter 

on earth, can be connected. All forms of life on earth together, contain the total of all aerobic and anaerobic 

biochemical reaction chains and cycles present on earth and defined as the BP etc.  

 
Law VI d): Any system of fundamental forces that has one physical, chemical or other force, more or one less  

                    than the 12 natural forces, blocks:  

                   1) the completion of the BP and therefore the biochemistry of living matter and  

    2) the spontaneous emerging of living matter.   

 
Explanation Law VI d): 

1) The Biochemical Pathways is only possible if it is based on the existing periodic table / system with the 

following 12 fundamental elementary, mechanical, physical and chemical forces: 

  

Table 6-1 in Document F1d: The 12 fundamental forces of the periodic table: 

a) The elementary forces of the proton / electron: 

          1a) the elementary charge force of the proton (+ Lef p +1) 

          2a) the elementary magnetic spin force of the proton (Mef  p +1) 

 
          1b) the elementary charge force of the electron: (+ Lef e -1), 

          2b) the elementary magnetic spin force of the electron (Mef  e +1), 

 

b) The basic sub-elementary force of the atom: 

           3) the centripetal force holding the shell-electron (e) in a curved path around the nucleus: (Cpf + e), 

 

c1) The mechanical speed forces of the nucleus: 

           4) the acceleration / deceleration force of the atomic nucleus (a): (+ Vf + a) / (Vf + a-), 

           5) the centripetal force of the atomic nucleus (a): (+ Cpf a), 

 

c2) The basic (speed) forces of the shell-electron (1) / shell electron-pair (2): 

           6) The gravity of the electron (1) / electron pair (2): (+ G1f) / (+ G2f), 

 

c3) The physical and chemical (kinetic energy) forces of the shell-electron (1) / electron pair (2): 

           7) the chemical covalent radical force of the electron (1): (+ R1cf), 

           8) the biochemical covalent charge force of the electron pair (2): (+ L2cf) 

           9) the physical Van der Waals/London force generated from only electron pairs (2): (+ W2f) 

           9a) all the atoms/molecules with a flexible (fl) vanderwaals / London binding or a liquid (+ W2flb) 

           9b) all of the atoms/molecules with a fixed (fi) vanderwaals / London binding or a solid: (+ W2fib), 

           9c) all atoms/molecules with the vanderwaals force but without a vanderwaals binding are gas/plasma:  

                 (+ W2gf) 

 

Interaction between vanderwaals / London forces in the form of a vanderwaals / London binding: 
         9d) dissolving (D) of atoms/molecules in a liquid, the dissolving force electron pair (2): (+ W2Db), 

         9e) absorbing (A) of atoms/molecules in a solid: the absorption force electron pair (2): (+ W2Ab), 

 

c4) The basic (kinetic energy) power outer electron-shell atom: 

        10) The charge force electron (1) / electron pair (2): (+ L1f) / (+ L2f), 

        10a) dissolving charged particles/ions in water by means of a charge binding: (+ L1b) / (+ L2b), 

 

d) The basic (temperature) forces: 

d1)   11) the light force (photons) of the single electron (1): (+ Q1f), 

d2)   12) the infra-red force (photons) of the nucleus (a) and the proton: (+ Qir af). 

 

 
1) If the elements C, H, O, N, S and P generated one more or one less force than the 12 forces/combinations 

involved in the biochemistry, different types of chemical reactions, single biochemical reactions and physical 

processes will be possible. However, the completion of the biochemical chains in the complex diagrams of the 

Biochemical Pathways would not be possible anymore!   
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- With one physical force more, the tight physical control between two chemical reaction steps is 

disturbed. Physically, the BP becomes derailed after each chemical reaction step. 

- With one chemical force more, the BP becomes chemically derailed. With regards to the periodic table 

there will then be multiple molecules possible than only the current 10 – 20 billion. This means that 

there are two or more biochemical systems possible and not only the Biochemical Pathways. Living 

matter is then not possible either. Living matter is only possible with one system! 

- With one physical force less, the physical completion after each chemical reaction step is prevented. 
The completion of the Biochemical Pathways is therefore blocked regarding the physical aspect.  

- With one chemical force less, the essential collection of 10 – 20 billion molecules cannot be formed 

anymore and thus, the Biochemical Pathways is not possible anymore. 

In all four situations the biochemical completion of the phenomenon of living matter gets disturbed and 

therefore it makes the phenomenon of living matter impossible.  

 

3) The presence of any additional, mystical (supernatural) force, in so far this force is qualitatively demonstrable 

and can be measured quantitatively, also disrupts the completion of the Biochemical Pathways. Irrespective of 

the supernatural force, it is not compatible with the biochemistry of the phenomenon of living matter.  

 

 

8) DISCUSSION: 

a) The structure of matter and the forces on the matter: 

All normal and black hole atoms in the universe are constructed from +1 charged protons and –1 charged 

electrons. The anti-H atom and anti-H2 molecule are constructed from -1 charged anti-protons and +1 charged 

anti-electrons. Thus, according to the author, there are no individual neutrons present inside the atom nucleus. 

 

The different normal and stable atoms, constructed from protons and electrons, are categorized according to the 

ninety elements / isotopes of the periodic system and they generate a total of 12 fundamental forces, especially 

the metalloids C, O, N, S and P, in connection with the H-atom as a very small and specific molecular filler. 

 

- No living matter with two systems like the Biochemical Pathways: 

Should the 10 – 20 billion molecules provide room for two or more biochemical systems comparable to the 
Biochemical Pathways, these systems would have been interwoven on a mono-molecular level. Both systems 

would hinder each other constantly and would result in the fact that an unambiguous biochemistry of living 

matter would not be possible. Under these circumstances living matter cannot be created. 

 

- The biochemistry of living matter can only function in one biochemical system like the BP: 

The biochemistry of living matter can only develop if it adheres to the strict pre-requisites of the periodic table 

and its 12 fundamental forces and only allows for one biochip such as the Biochemical Pathways. Only then can 

the biochemistry of living matter develop spontaneously during the course of millions of years and on billions of 

planets with the, above mentioned, pre-requisites.   

 

The driving force for the development of living matter lays, firstly, in the lightning discharges in the atmosphere 
by which all kinds of organic molecules are formed through radical reactions. Later, the anaerobic and aerobic 

photosynthesis is triggered and glucose is formed bringing in the energy which is the driving force behind the 

further development of living matter. Then a part of the BP model starts developing until, eventually, the whole 

model of the BP and the DNA / RNA is realized, somewhere on one of the concentration points on land.  

Thus,  the total development process on a mono-molecular level is parallel to the development on a polymer 

level and the forming of, among others, poly-sugars, fatty acids, proteins and DNA/RNA to, finally, cells with 

the characteristics of living matter. 

 

This development happens autonomous, automatic and biochemically undisturbed from dead inorganic matter 

with photosynthesis and the formation of a levorotatory spin as the continuous driving force. This process 

ultimately results in living matter which controls itself through DNA / RNA and which can reproduce itself 

through asexual and/or sexual reproduction. The complete development process is estimated to take tenth of 
millions of years.  

 

- On earth and in the whole universe, there is only one biochip such as the BP: 

The structure of the Biochemical Pathways is unique and arose by coincidence. This structure can be explained 

rationally from, on the one hand, the analysis of the BP itself and, on the other hand, the deduction made from 

the periodic table based on the 10 –20 billion possible molecules and the 12 fundamental forces present on these 

elements and their combinations. 
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On all planets in the universe with liquid water, this biochemical building process results in exactly the same 

final system of the Biochemical Pathways and the BP et.al as on earth. The biochemistry of life forms on earth is 

unique, but also directly applicable to the biochemistry of life forms which can be found in the universe.   

 

- Ultimate proof of the uniqueness of the BP is only possible with all molecules in a digital form:  

The author has clearly pointed out the uniqueness of the Biochemical Pathways, but not yet digitally, three-

dimensionally, mathematically or in a scientifically, undeniable way. This is only possible when the 10 – 20 billion 
possible molecules have been decoded digitally. This could take at least another 10 – 20 years. 

 

- Stringent limitations for speed when traveling in the universe: 

Physical and chemical forces on atoms increase/decrease with the velocity of the atom in the universe. See 

Document F1d and F1e. This also concerns the very vulnerable hydrogen bonds / bridges in DNA/RNA.  

When the speed or movement of DNA in the universe increases too much in relation to the absolute center C of 

the universe, then the strength of these H (hydrogen) bridges increases accordingly in the DNA resulting in both 

strings of the DNA/ RNA becoming more difficult to separate and can eventually not be separate anymore.  

 

If the speed or movement in the universe decreases to the center C, then the strength of these H bridges 

decreases accordingly. Both double spirals then separate too easily and are hard or impossible to recombine 

again to DNA / RNA after the cell division. With a further decrease in the speed, the DNA falls apart 
spontaneously. If the speed in the universe is too high, the DNA becomes fixed; if the velocity is too low, the 

DNA falls apart. This vulnerability of the hydrogen bridges in the DNA / RNA enforces stringent limitations to 

the speed at which living matter in the universe can travel from or towards the earth.  

 

The strength of the hydrogen bridges in the DNA/ RNA is quantitatively dependent on the speed in the universe.  

The universe knows only one absolute zero point and center C where the Little Bang took place, as described by 

the author in Documents G6, G7 and G8.  

Both the situations of a too great increase or decrease of the speed in the universe in relation to the Little 

Bang point or C and indirectly in relation to the Earth, lead to the death of the cell and the organism.  

 

All forms of living matter cannot move faster / slower in the universe in relation to the earth than with a net 
speed of approximately 300 – 400 km/sec. The same applies to a planet where there is life. For space crafts 

carrying human beings, the net speed allowed, in relation to the earth, is only about 1/1000th of the speed of light 

c!  

 

This results in endless travelling in the universe. For living matter, the bridging of one light year takes about a 

thousand years. This limitation is not only true for plants, animals and mankind but also for all other living 

organisms and aliens in the universe.  

Due to this physical speed limitation, primarily imposed by the DNA, it is almost impossible for mankind to 

reach other star systems, or for earth to be reached by space crafts from other inhabited planets in our Galaxy!  

  

- Life on planet Mars? 
Inside our solar system, living matter might have evolved on Mars in a period when there was still enough and 

prolonged water present. If there is living matter on Mars, or if fossils are found, its biochemistry shall be similar 

to the biochemistry of living matter on earth and thus, also based on the Biochemical Pathways. Due to  the 

minimum atmosphere, the lack of free O2, the more intense cosmic radiation and the much lower temperature, 

the current planet Mars is considered to be completely inappropriate for the habitation by large groups of people. 

Earth is the ultimate prison for all mankind. 
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*9) CONCLUSION:  

 

a) Limited number of atoms suitable in the biochemistry of living matter: 

1) The biochemistry of living matter is only possible throughout the universe, inside the elements C, H, 

O, N, S and P filled up with some metals such as Ca and Mg as well as a number of amphoteric metals 

which exclusively occur as trace elements, such as Zn, Co, Fe, Se etc.  
 

2) Only with the elements C, H, O, N and S, can one diagram be generated like the Biochemical 

Pathways or Recon2 model.   

 

b) Biochemical Pathways: 

3) Considering the 10 – 20 billion possible molecules, the bottom-up deduction results in the 

Biochemical Pathways (BP) being the only possible biochemical system for living matter.  

 

4) Photosynthesis is the only working mechanism which takes care of the supply of the energy needed 

in the form of glucose. Glucose forms the only driving force behind the formation of living matter from 

dead inorganic matter. 

 
5) The biochemistry of living matter in the universe rests, at the monomeric level, on merely one 

biochemical system as displayed in the biochemical diagrams of the Biochemical Pathways (BP) which 

have been composed by Gerhard Michal et.al.  

Central to the BP are the citric acid cycle, the fatty acid cycle and the amino acid synthesis which can be 

seen as the three biochips of living matter.  

 
6) The system of the Biochemical Pathways can be deduced rationally from the periodic table with its 

12 fundamental forces. The biochemistry of living matter as displayed in the Biochemical Pathways 

seems to be a coincidence which can be explained rationally.  

 

7) With one force more or one force less, the separate reaction steps in the central cycle cannot be 

completed or structured according to the fixed patterns of the Biochemical Pathways. The elements of 

the periodic table and specifically the elements C, H, O, N and S would then result in physical and 
chemical reactions, but the three biochips in BP can then not be developed.  

 

8) The presence of any other measurable, additional, mystical (unexplainable) physical or chemical 

forces would block the development of the Biochemical Pathways and with this the biochemistry of the 

phenomenon ‘living’ matter.  

 
9) The life activities, in the form of biochemical reactions in the reaction medium liquid water, are 
controlled on a polymer level from, amongst others, the DNA / RNA. This system is also suitable for 

reproduction.  

 

10) All forms of active living matter in the universe rest on exactly the same biochemical principles as 

found on planet earth. The biochemistry and the structure of living matter on earth is unique as well as 

standard for the universe and all forms of living matter that exist there.  

Biochemically, all living matter in the universe is based on the Biochemical Pathways.    

 

c) All living matter is constructed in the form of cells: 

11) For the completion of the biochemistry, the essential reaction medium water, can only be kept 

together and protected against evaporation or flowing away, when it is surrounded by a semi-permeable 
wall. For this reason, all forms of life are structured in the form of cells and surrounded with a semi-

permeable cell wall. 

 

d) 6 Laws of biochemistry for living matter or 6 Laws of biochemistry: 

12) A combination of the top-down analysis of the BP connected to the bottom-up deduction, result in 

the 6 Laws of Biochemistry of living matter or the 6 Laws of Biochemistry which applies throughout the 

whole universe. 
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e) Pre-requisites for the development of living matter: 

13) Living matter develops spontaneously and automatically throughout the universe on billions of 

planets which meet the requirements that have been summed up in the final part of this summary.  

 

f) Speed limitation for the movment of living matter in the universe: 

14) The fragility of the hydrogen bridges in the DNA, reduces the maximum net movement of the speed 

of living matter in the universe in relation to the earth or from another planet where there is life, to a 
maximum of only about 1/1000th  of the speed of light.  

 

15) The bridging of a distance of only one light year takes each living organism approximately one 

thousand years! As a result, the colonization of the universe by mankind, can be categorically excluded.  

 

16) Mankind will have to settle with earth.  

 

 

A.P.B. Uiterwijk Winkel MSc. 

August 22nd  2007 

 

With gratitude to Franklin Roos for his useful remarks. 


